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Humans’ Needs
a.k.a. The F I S H
Fundamental Ingredients
Sustaining Humans

Physical
(Consumer)
Clean Air
Clean Water
Nutrition and Exercise
Safe Housing
Healthcare
Valid Education

Mental
(Producer)
Occupation

Spiritual
(Social)
Worth
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We die quickly if we lack the first three (most urgent) elements. The
second three are not so evident; in mild climate with abundant
resources, they seem to take care of themselves. Sometimes
subsistence comprises little more than air, water and food.
We have long ago passed the point of being satisfied with nothing
more than the prospect of being alive tomorrow. Life is enriched
by adding more of the above elements. By being producers, we
enable planned consumption, and by being social we grow.
Progressing down the list enables happiness by moving us from
urgency to meaning.
Clean Air
The human body’s most urgent need is oxygen. People have
learned to pay heed to how we get it; what we need most urgently
is not a given: we depend on each other not to pollute the supply.
There is only one blanket of air servicing the entire planet, and
sooner or later an isolated cause has a global consequence.
Smokers make a single room miserable; coal-fired electric
generation makes a neighborhood deadly; widespread air pollution
kills people in neighboring countries, and carbon emissions (for
example, from fossil fuels) heat-endanger the entire planet. Our
most primitive need (clean air) teaches us that isolation is not an
option.
Clean Water
Our next environmental lesson is scarcity. Water, like air, is subject
to pollution. Unlike air (quality disregarded), water is subject to
severe shortage. My high school taught me 60 years ago that water
is much more precious than oil, and water scarcity will be the higher
concern in the future. We are living that re-evaluation right now.
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Nutrition and Exercise
The human body instinctively senses hunger. That urgency is
apparent and universally recognized. Today’s population realizes
that food supply alone does not establish health. We understand
that physical activity is essential to distributing our nutrition
effectively. A body that moves sufficiently enjoys far better health
than a sedentary one. We learn to spot the lie in “no exercise
required” advertising.
Safe Housing
We understand personally the value of indoor heating when
outdoor temperatures are very low, but housing is more than just
keeping dry and warm. We need safety, reliable storage of
belongings, and private space (figuratively, “a door that can be
locked”). Housing typically accommodates all of the above.
Healthcare
Experience teaches that a caregiver can alleviate suffering. From
the simplest first aid to major operations, we individually realize the
results of medical training. It takes a bit of thinking to appreciate
the social dimension of healthcare. Untreated people may be
dangerously contagious, or they may hold back group labor. For
example, sick people are not so productive or creative as healthy
people, and behaviorally sick people by their attitudes or actions
pose a direct threat to the productivity and safety of others. Health
is a very public condition that needs to be recognized and nurtured
collectively and universally.
Valid Education
Early in United States history, the country was admired for its
remarkable free public education that prepared all people for useful
roles in society. We understand now that useful education is not
only technical training to operate a machine or to conduct a
research project. It includes also the skill to collaborate with others
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to reach a mutually desired outcome. As job skills become
obsolete, we realize that “training young people” (the old schoolchild model) is a temporary beginning. Lifelong training and
retraining are essential to personal and social survival. Every
member of the public has benefit from the education of every
other member, and we cannot escape the shared responsibility of
passing education forward. The benefit of, and therefore the
responsibility for, education does not rest on the student or the
parents. It rests inherently on the whole of society that uses the
fruits of those who are educated.
Occupation
Being a whole person requires being occupied at something. The
antithesis is the great killer idleness. Having a lifetime job for a
single employer is the paradigm of the past. Indeed, having one
“occupation” is no longer a permanent status. Salary, wages,
piecework, independent contracting (“jobbing”), freelancing,
outsourcing, volunteering, dreaming are only a few of the current
categories under which we are producers. The important take-away
is that everybody is both consumer of some things and producer of
some things. Happiness is not perpetual increase (always bigger
sales); it is optimizing the complex relationships among the parts.
Properly ordered, the modern world thrives on unselfish
communication and collaboration (a free market) among people of
equal resources. Work is a basic activity of the soul, and when each
player is accountable and conscientious, putting the greater good
(“others”) ahead of self, human life is satisfying and sufficient for
everyone.
Worth
The social groundwork of success has appeared above in several
allusions to interdependence and collaboration. Coordinated effort
(synergy) is more productive and more satisfying than solitary
effort. We have identified the practicality of success. Now we
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identify the meaning of success. That is defined by being needed
somewhere for something. Any person who appears useless, no
matter how rich or poor, feels like a throw-away commodity lacking
purpose. Being needed gives meaning to our existence and inspires
us to grow.
Epilogue
Neuroscientist Dr. Matthew Lieberman in a TEDxStLouis talk
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=NNhk3owF7RQ
summary paragraph] teaches that “our need to connect with

other people is even more fundamental than our need for
food or shelter.” His “Maslow’s pyramid” is social -> physical > meaning. At about 13:00 in the lecture, he says: “If you learn
in order to teach someone else, you learn better than if you
learn in order to take a test.”
My mother reared me on the Hindu proverb “tow thy
[neighbor’s] boat across and lo, thine own has reached the
shore.” At my advanced age I can appreciate being towed. Can
you sense how I am blessing other persons? By confidently
depending on them, I am giving them the self-confidence that
comes with being needed. Having benefit of my experience
and encouragement, along with my dependence on them, they
find their strength. In addition, they reach the shore first.
All of us should experience the joy of passing on success in this
loving manner.
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